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Blockchain  
as a revolutionary tool  
for businesses 

Blockchain technology continues to show the world its potential to revolutionize 
industries and businesses. Nowadays areas of application of blockchain systems 
have expanded way beyond digital cryptocurrency, such as bitcoin. Examples include 
electronic voting and secure cloud storage systems, automatic bike rental applications 
and supply-chain management frameworks. Recently, blockchains have also received 
attention from academic scientists with a number of papers published on their 
applications in research.

At its core blockchain is a database distributed in a network with multiple independent 
p2p servers (nodes) that constantly synchronize information with each other. Each node 
contains exactly the same copy of a growing set of data blocks linked to each other 
using cryptographic hash. Distributed structure of a network removes a lack of trust 
associated with a storage of information in one place only. 
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Pic 1: Decentralized p2p network 
of servers with identical copies of 
blockchain ledger on each of them

The name of the blockchain database means exactly “the chain of blocks”.  These blocks 
represent digital information. Blocks that are linked using a cryptographic hash of the 
previous block are being appended to a growing chain when new transactions appear in 
the network. Each block carries three units of information: digital data, hash of the block 
and hash of the preceding block. Hash is a unique fingerprint of a block, any changes in 
the data will lead to its change.
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Pic 2: chain of blocks: data block,  
hash is a unique fingerprint

From this structure one can see that changes in any data block will inevitably cause 
recalculation of the hashes of all previous blocks. Given the fact that instead of being 
stored on a central server, the same copy of the chain is distributed across tens of 
thousands of computers using the peer-to-peer connection, one can see that mutation 
of any data block is extremely difficult to perform. Consensus algorithm that calculates 
hashes of new blocks and verifies data synchronization across the network ensures 
immutability and security of the data. If any block has been tampered with, it will be 
verified and rejected by the nodes in the network. 
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Pic 3: hash-linkage of data blocks, consensus 
algorithm and distribution of copies of the 
database across the whole network ensures 
immutability of data

In order to incorporate a corrupted block within the chain, a fraudulent user would need 
to perform an almost impossible set of actions: tamper all the preceding blocks on the 
chain, redo hash computations with consensus, and own more than 50% of network 
nodes to accept the new chain. That is why this distributed and hash-linked structure of 
the information coupled with the network consensus block calculation and verification 
mechanism makes the whole database super secure and resilient to any sort of data 
modification. And this is where most of the applications come from. 

Since any blockchain structure is a network of independent p2p nodes, there is 
no central authority governing it. This makes it a completely democratized and 
decentralized system. And since the provided information is immutable, it can be easily 
shared and made open to the public allowing for unparalleled levels of transparency. 
Data immutability and decentralization implies security, faster speed of processing and 
lower costs of transactions. These factors make blockchain literally the next biggest 
thing since the coming of the internet. 
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Initially, the framework, which promises to open a new era in high tech, was brought 
to life by a group of developers under the pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto, in order to 
launch a new secure distributed digital currency. They implemented their blockchain 
to be the first public transaction ledger for the bitcoin token that could be sent peer-to-
peer without the need for a central bank or another authority to operate and maintain it, 
much as how physical cash works. 

Pic 4: bitcoin network is a network with wallet addresses, data transactions are 
bitcoin cryptocurrency payments, PoW algorithm ensures network consensus, 
private and public key pairs create digital signatures for each transaction. 
The value of the bitcoin network is trans-geographical security and speed of 
financial payments without any banking fees or jurisdictional complications, 
cryptocurrency rewards are distributed among the nodes that perform block 
formation and verification using PoW algorithm. 

Blockchain-based wallet and bitcoin payments: 
data = record payments in the ledger
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Bitcoin wasn’t the first digital currency to be proposed, but it solved several problems in 
the field, and has been by far the most successful of such projects. The engine that runs 
the bitcoin ledger is called the blockchain. The original and also the largest blockchain is 
the one that still orchestrates bitcoin transactions today. 

Just like any other breakthrough bitcoin appeared after several milestone steps made 
by other computer scientists. In 1991 a cryptographically secured chain of blocks was 
described for the first time by Stuart Haber and W Scott Stornetta. Just a few years 
later, in 1998 computer scientist Nick Szabo worked on ‘bit gold’, a decentralised digital 
currency. And in 2000, 8 years prior to the bitcoin project, Stefan Konst published his 
theory of cryptographic secured chains and the ideas for implementation.

Following the first success of a blockchain-based bitcoin project, in 2014 a second 
wave in blockchain evolution happened - technology was separated from the digital 
currency. Fintech specialists started to explore its potential for other financial and 
inter-organizational transactions. Blockchain 2.0 was born, referring to applications 
beyond currency. Same year Ethereum blockchain system, launched by Vitalii Buterin, 
introduced computer programs into the blocks, representing financial instruments such 
as loans and bonds. These became known as smart contracts. Ethereum became the 
second largest blockchain implementation after bitcoin. It distributes a currency called 
ether, but also allows for the storage and operation of computer code (smart contracts). 
Estimated 15% of banking systems have been using blockchains with smart contacts 
functionality by 2017. Large blockchains, such as Bitcoin and Ethereum, became the 
standard for many other systems that sprouted after them. In fact, since both of these 
projects are open source, a number of new blockchains were developed with their code 
as a basis.
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Speaking about business applications, we have to mention at least a few of the 
problems across industries that blockchain technology resolves. Here are some 
examples from the top:

slow cross-border payments: 
technology introduces faster and 
transparent payment gateways

accountability issues in 
traditional contracts: blockchain-
based contracts and transactions 
offer transparency and faster 
settlements 

management of data in 
organizations: distributed 
database stores data with full 
transparency

corrupted crowdfunding 
and fundraising: framework 
introduces real-time tracking  
and immutable solution

digital copyright and piracy: 
blockchain offers decentralized 
copyright, piracy tracking, 
validation, and more. 

Blockchain is applicable in any setting where commitments, that can be automated, 
between two individuals, jurisdictional, economic or business units exist. From 
governmental to commercial sectors, the database provides protection, immutability 
and transparency of information. Within the commercial sector technology opens an 
opportunity to create innovative digital assets, prevent corporate corruption and secure 
data. Business value of the technology is built-in within a business infrastructure 
that employs it. Incorporation of blockchain provides lowering costs of resources and 
transactions, security and fast operational processing. Efficient business ecosystems 
built with blockchains generate revenue. Despite many advantages that current 
blockchains brought to tech and fintech, there remained some drawbacks of state of the 
art systems that we aimed to address, when we launched the Gliesereum project. Here 
in the next section we describe what we achieved. 
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Pic 5:  example of incorporation of blockchain into an industrial setting: 
outdated agreements between shareholders in the healthcare payment 
system create millions in wasted spend due to claim errors and disputes. 
When patients, healthcare providers, health insurance companies and 
government have access to the same verifiable immutable information, each 
party can monitor the end-to-end status of claims enabling real time tracking. 
The problem of missing information in claims can be resolved using smart 
contracts. 
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Drawbacks of modern 
blockchain systems 
and our solution: 
Gliesereum ecosystem 

State of the art blockchain systems carry two main drawbacks:

1.  Heavy computational burden implied by most of the modern consensus        
algorithms (firstly, PoW, but also blockchains that use PoS and DPoS, since they    
     require PoW to run the network) 

2.  Cost of resources necessary to deploy blockchain-based networks 

These drawbacks make integration of blockchains into corporate systems difficult. In 
order to solve the above mentioned problems we created the open source Gliesereum 
blockchain ecosystem. We published the project for the community free of charge. 
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From an algorithmic standpoint Gliesereum provides a lightweight blockchain system 
that can service a small or a large corporate organization using modest hardware 
resources. Gliesereum ecosystem is a complete package of tools that  
can be used together or separately under different industry-integration scenarios.  
This set includes: 

• two types of nodes: one of them creates the main network and another  
‘helper-node’ serves corporate subnetworks — these are Gliesereum Core Node (GCN) 
and Gliesereum Network Node (GNN), respectively

• a novel X13 protocol with a lightweight PoL consensus algorithm that runs smart 
transactions. This algorithm gives an opportunity to process large volumes of blockchain 
data with a minimal necessary hardware power and with an increased speed. Smart 
transactions (ST) replace smart contracts and do not require a virtual machine and extra 
computational power to run all kinds of digital agreements within the network. 

•  a novel digital element PUT (physical unit object) - an encrypted digital document 
entity with enhanced level of data security that can migrate within the blockchain 
network, and can be modified only by the owner of a special personal private key. 
PUT objects are encrypted with a special set of private keys, possessed by the object 
owners. The data within these objects can be decoded with these private keys only. 
Examples of useful PUT objects include any documents that contain certain agreements 
and history, and require high levels of data protection. These can be insurance policies 
with payment histories, car passport IDs, tax residence documents, civil or court 
documents, and other important documents of commercial or governmental value.  PUT 
objects can migrate within the network together with the object modification history. 

Gliesereum Core Node is a main type of the network node, it allows a user to become a 
participant with a full range of network node functionalities. Gliesereum Network Node, 
on another hand, is a ‘helper’ node - with this node a user can select several of the GCN 
functionalities that are relevant and necessary for their business to enhance the speed 
of transactions within their corporate subnetwork. In that sense, GNN is a lightweight 
type of node that contains a subset of the full set of the GCN functions.
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Pic 6: Scheme of a corporate subnetwork here with an 
explanation of a role of a GNN node (GNN is a helper speed-up 
node), each corporate subnetwork has at least 1 GCN node and 
can have multiple GNN nodes

GENERAL 
GLIESERIUM
NETWORK

CORPORATE 
SUBNETWORK
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Any organization can use a GCN node to set up their own blockchain subnetwork within the 
global Gliesereum network. Transactions within this corporate network can be accelerated 
when GNN nodes are added. Such a corporate subnetwork can interact with other networks 
within the ecosystem using their main corporate GCN node and X13 protocol. 
A new protocol X13 can also be incorporated into any external blockchain like Bitcoin or 
Ethereum, so that businesses can work with our native lightweight consensus algorithm 
within their already existing database. In this scenario the protocol operates like a “chip” that 
can work within any large blockchain infrastructure to speed up computations and optimize 
resource usage. At the same time the system contains its own Gliesereum blockchain. This 
blockchain can be launched via the GCN node as mentioned above.
PoL consensus algorithm motivates business development within the network by facilitating 
multi-organizational network growth rather than just token mining. Any organization that 
uses ecosystem and generates transactions, obtains an opportunity to earn the native token 
of the system, called GRAPH. Gliesereum Core Node (GCN) serves as a master node in the 
Gliesereum network. If a business invests to deploy such a node and registers itself as a 
new Gliesereum network, they can start mining the native token. Business unit in this case 
supports the network acting in the role of a GRAPH miner. 

To summarize Gliesereum technology reflects the project’s ideology:

We describe each technical block of the ecosystem, its functions and properties  
in detail in the following chapter below.

Smart transactions replace 
smart contracts in order to 
increase the computational 
throughput per unit of time and 
in order to reduce the necessary 
hardware power (and, as a result, 
hardware costs). Proof of Legend 
consensus algorithm speeds up 
the computations.

A novel “chip” protocol X13 
supports deployment of any 
blockchain and provides a 

lightweight PoL algorithm
PUT objects implement fast and 
secure exchange of encrypted 
information across the networks

Gliesereum blockchain can run 
in two modes: public and private 
(encrypted), delivering a high 
level of functional flexibility to 
any business unit that uses the 
ecosystem
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Gliesereum  
architecture  
and functionality 

The core element of the Gliesereum network is a server node.  Nodes of two types 
(Gliesereum Core Node and Gliesereum Network Node) can carry certain features and 
functionalities. These nodes interact with each other via the peer-to-peer connection 
and form a network. Stability of a network is provided by the growing number of 
nodes in it. Built-in blockchain database technology with the algorithm of network 
consensus between the nodes provides this framework with the properties of a reliable, 
decentralized and distributed data ledger system. Such a structure together with the 
lightweight properties of the PoL consensus protocol leads to an easier and faster reach 
of an agreement between the network nodes.
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Gliesereum Core Node (GCN) is a main node, it is a passive decentralized unit from 
which all of the blockchain subnetworks are formed and added to the global Gliesereum 
network. This node is the first and main resource of all GNN. GNN nodes can be added 
to its list of trusted GNN nodes within a subnetwork. GCN node generates a new 
subnetwork, gives an opportunity to create your own coin (tokenization), and provides 
an option to build a public or a private blockchain. PoL consensus computation can 
reach a high speed of 23 000 transactions/second provided a 1 Gb per second Internet 
connection. GCN Gliesereum Core Node is a node that plays a major role in building a 
peer-2-peer network based on the Gliesereum protocol. This node has full functionality 
and capabilities that include support for the API infrastructure for application 
development. The node is responsible for:

- Network database synchronization, meaning synchronization of the network nodes 
with each other after the new block of transactions has been written into the database 
of the node that signs that block. 

- API socket for real time operation with data lifetime: core node has an opportunity 
to observe the data in the network in the real time. This feature is necessary for any 
blockchain system. 

- Management of multiple blockchain chains, including structuring and reporting of 
data of child blockchains of a node to the network. Just like any other blockchain, the 
Gliesereum ecosystem is a large network. Any organization can become a new member 
by setting up their own GCN node. This new corporate or organizational GCN node 
becomes a founder node of a new subnetwork. All of these subnetworks belong to the 
general Gliesereum network, they are visible to other network participants and can 
communicate with each other via their GCN nodes. Subnetworks can be public or private 
(i.e. encrypted). They can include multiple GCN and GNN nodes, but only the GCN node 
has the ability to create a new subnetwork. When a subnetwork is private, external 
Gliesereum blockchains can not observe their private information, unless they have a 
set of keys, Upon installation GCN is automatically added to the list of all core nodes in 
the network. A network participant is a part of the structure, therefore, their node reports 
everything that happens in their subnetwork. They also report a number of GNNs in 
their subnetwork. All GCNs exist at the same level of hierarchy in the p2p network.
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SUPPORT OF THE STRUCTURE OF THE NETWORK OBJECTS, CREATION AND VALIDATION 
(TOKENS, DOCUMENTS, PUTS,TRANSACTIONS, NETWORK REWARDS)

POSSIBILITY TO CREATE 
AN ENCRYPTED  CORPORATE 

SUBNETWORK WITH POSSIBILITY 
OF DATA DECRYPTION

MANAGEMENT OF MULTIPLE 
BLOCKCHAIN CHAINS AND GNN NODES .

GNN1 GNN2

GNN3 GNN4

PUBLIC 
CORPORATE 

SUBNETWORK

GNN1 GNN2

GNN3 GNN4

PRIVATE 
CORPORATE 

SUBNETWORK

NETWORK DATABASE 
SYNCHRONIZATION

CREATION OF PUT OBJECTS,
SIGNATURE AND VALIDATIODOCUMENTS

TOKENS

TRANSACTIONS

GCN6

GCN2GCN5

GCN1

GCN4 GCN3

GENERAL 
GLIESERIUM
NETWORK

BOOST

PUT
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- Support and synchronization of GNN nodes included in the list of trusted GNNs for 
stable operation of the network. Each subnetwork can add a number of GNN nodes in 
order to increase the network throughput, i.e. the speed of operation and processing of 
transactions within it. These GNNs will be included in the list of trusted network nodes 
for this subnetwork. 

- Possibility to create a closed blockchain network with multisignature for data 
decryption. When blockchain is encrypted one can assign network addresses that will 
be able to see its data, these can be wallets, GCNs, any objects in the network that have 
a network address. This address can use its key to decrypt the data. It is in the ‘white list’ 
for this GCN. PUT objects can be public or can be encrypted depending on the owner. 

- Support of the structure of the network objects in central and subsidiary networks 
(tokens, documents, PUTs, transactions, smart transactions GSMART, network 
rewards), including creation of PUT objects, their signature and validation, and creation 
of support fees and GSMART signature. Every object in the network has a protocol 
structure: these are, for example, name of the token, number of bytes in PUT, smart 
transactions or algorithms related to smart transactions. You can work with all of those 
objects via API of a core node: create tokens, documents, transactions, change or sign 
PUT objects. Creation of all of these objects and operations with their data involve GCN. 
PUT objects are created using GCN functionality. PUT objects are signed and validated 
by GCN nodes. They can be sent from one organization to another via GCN nodes, using 
the X13 protocol. 

- Validation of contracts built into the GSMART protocol by a secondary party allows 
us to create smart transactions and sign someone to validate the contract, so that the 
contract will be executed only if someone signs the document. 

- Asynchronous data storage. Asynchronicity of data saving means the existence of 
different options for saving the blocks of data. Transactions are packed into blocks 
asynchronously. Same sets of transactions can appear in multiple blocks, since all 
transactions are saved at the same time. After saving the data into multiple blocks, the 
X13 algorithm checks all of these blocks and creates a single block that will be validated 
by the consensus algorithm, pushing all of the remaining transactions into the next 
block. The max size of a single block is fixed and equal to 2048 transactions. This 
mechanism allows to increase the speed of data processing. 
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- Mining of the GRAPH network object 
A GCN node has a reputation based on the number of tokens on balance, documents, 
transactions, etc. and how much time it has been registered in the network. Based 
on the reputation, the randomizer chooses the core node to sign the next block. Only 
core nodes can serve as block validators. After signing node receives GRAPH tokens. 
GRAPHs are generated via emission. Emission is limited, and the emission system is 
identical to BITCOIN with 21 million coins. After the full emission period expires, GRAPH 
is generated via commissions for transactions in the network.
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- Creation and generation of a key pair with a mirror to third-party Blockchain 
networks. One can generate Gliesereum addresses that will work with other 
blockchains: Ethereum, Tron, Binance smart chains. A user has one address for all the 
networks. They generate an address in Gliesereum, and this address is the same in all 
of their other networks. This is done via X13. As an example consider a unified wallet 
address for multiple cryptocurrencies: USDT in Tron, USDT in Gliesereum and USDT 
in Ethereum. Normally, one does not have technical protocol to send USDT Ethereum 
to Tron, but in the Gliesereum ecosystem one can send Gliesereum USDT into any 
network, and receive funds from addresses in any other network. One does not have to 
buy/sell on the exchanger anymore and pay extra fees. A minimal fee for a transaction 
execution is applicable.

Smart system for management of private keys data with an option of their recovery.
A new private key is generated from a set of words and data that one submits, such as  
a poetry paragraph or a date of birth. This algorithmic mechanism eliminates the need 
to store your private key. Previously there was no way to recover your private key. 

SEND FUNDS TO OTHER BLOCKCHAIN NETWORKS

X13 X13
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Boosting of the speed of the GSMART transaction using function called BOOST.
One can install BOOST on their core node and raise the cost of transactions processed 
via the node. BOOST yields faster transaction processing at a trade off of a higher cost 
per transaction. 

Rewards for creation of a token via a decentralized app.
When a token is created, one can set a reward: participants create a token via their core 
node and can get a reward in these tokens. Example: owner of a Tokenization App, 
amotivates to tokenize via their App and takes 3% of tokens.

Rewards for Signatures and Authentication of GSMART Transactions via  
a decentralized app.

RESTORE PRIVATE KEY

POEM 
& 

DATE OF BIRTH
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•  Network database synchronization

•  API socket for real time data operations

•  Structuring and reporting of child Blockchain data

•  Creation of tokens in the central and subsidiary Gliesereum networks

•  PUT signature and validation

•  Asynchronous data storage

•  Mining of the GRAPH network object

•  Signing and creating smart transactions GSMART

•  Creation of support fees and GSMART signature

•  Validation of contracts built into the GSMART protocol

•  Creation and generation of a key pair with a mirror to third-party Blockchain 

networks

•  Smart system for managing private keys data with their recovery

•  Boost the speed of the GSMART transaction

•  Reward for Signatures and Authentication of GSMART Transactions

Gliesereum Network Node (GNN) - a node in the Gliesereum network physically 
recorded in the main register - generates a new branch of the blockchain chain. GNN 
nodes exist within trusted lists of their parent GCN nodes. 

GNN Gliesereum node is a node that plays a secondary role in building a p-2-p network 
of the Gliesereum protocol. This node has limited functionality and capabilities with 
support for the API infrastructure for application development. The node executes a 
subset of functions of the core node:
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X13 Trust protocol 
and Proof-of-Legend 
consensus algorithm 

X13 Trust Protocol exists within the GCN/GNN node and contains the Proof of Legend 
(PoL)  consensus algorithm. The algorithm is an integral part of a GNN node and 
operates at its level. X13 works as a processor of transactions. Since it represents a 
software analog of a hardware chip, it can be incorporated into any blockchain and can 
replace any native consensus algorithm. 
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 2. Any existing blockchain-based network can fully migrate into the    
Gliesereum ecosystem if they deploy a new GCN node (a more complex    
scenario compared to 1.)

 3. A business can deploy a GCN core node and start building their own new   
network from scratch

Three scenarios are possible:

 1. X13 can be incorporated into any blockchain (this option is the best for large   
networks that already run using a different blockchain framework, but would   
like to use our lightweight consensus algorithm) 

PROTOCOL X13
WITH POL

CONSENSUS
ALGORITHMGLIESEREUM

GCN1

GENERAL
GLIESEREUM

NETWORK

GCN2

GCN3 GCN4

MIGRATE

MIGRATE

MIGRATE

GCN1

NEW CORPORATE 
SUBNETWORK
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An easy integration mechanism provides an opportunity to use Gliesereum’s 
lightweight PoL consensus in all of the existing blockchain architectures. Once X13 is 
incorporated into an external blockchain, whether it is, for example, Bitcoin or Tron or 
any other one, the system automatically joins the Gliesereum network of lightweight 
blockchains. 

High-throughput processing power is a necessary property of the consensus algorithm 
when it comes to large fintech tasks that often arise at exchanges and within banking 
systems. An instrument needs to be fast, reliable and transferable within different 
blockchain architectures. It should provide an option for a business to interact with other 
blockchain-based businesses (networks) as well.

The set of rules of X13 protocol (a consensus algorithm and a set of network rules) can 
not be violated. Execution of these rules is checked automatically. 

Proof of Legend (PoL) Consensus Algorithm: a consensus algorithm that is a part of 
the X13 Trust Protocol is at the core of computational efficiency that supports network 
consensus and block formation within the Gliesereum blockchain database. This 
method is an alternative to the classical methods such as PoW, PoW/PoS and PoW/
DPoS. When using this method, the algorithm for block computation does not depend 
on the power of the equipment and the ownership percentage. Principle of consensus 
agreement between the network nodes is based on the idea of stored immutable 
metadata. <here add another scheme>
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Smart Transactions 
(STs): efficient 
alternative to smart 
contracts

Smart transactions give many opportunities to get rid of heavy smart contracts, 
business documents and virtual machines. They make any activity in the network 
scalable. With the evolution of blockchain systems, smart transactions will eventually 
replace smart contracts creating a simplified model for migration of tokens, documents 
and other units within the network.
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Smart transactions are documents with sets of rules. Within the Gliesereum ecosystem 
these rules represent some subset of the directives from the X13 protocol. In terms 
of their functionality, smart transactions can do everything that smart contracts do 
in systems like Ethereum. However, they are more powerful and efficient, since in 
order to generate smart transactions the user does not need virtual machines (extra 
hardware resources) or programming skills. X13 protocol acts as a language, while smart 
transaction represents a text written in this language.  Smart transaction is a transaction 
that can contain business logic. X13 checks the compliance with the protocol rules prior 
to transaction execution. The protocol is responsible for the notification of all network 
participants before the transaction is sent to the network pool. Smart transactions are 
processed by the GNN nodes. All network participants directly involved in transaction 
creation have to sign it. When all of the rules of the X13 protocol are met and verified, 
the transaction enters the overall transaction pool to be written in the next block.

Pic 12: Smart transaction works just like smart contract, but 
does not require extra computational resources to process 
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Gliesereum  
token system

Physical Unit Token (PUT)

PUT (Physical Unit Token) is an active network object in the network that stores 
information in open or closed (encrypted) form. This object is an asset in the network 
that serves as an information unit. It can be entered in the list of transactions and 
recorded in a block.
Due to the uniform X13 standard, PUT has the ability to migrate from one network to 
another without loss of data stored in it. Signing and decrypting data in an object can 
only be done by the owner of the site with proof of ownership of the hash link in the 
object. This instrument within the Gliesereum system was created for the financial 
sector, in order to solve the problem of safe and reliable storage and cross-border 
shipment of top secret information and documents in the network.
Any piece of information can be written into a PUT object, examples include technical 
passports for auto vehicles, court decisions, housing contracts, and many more. 

Native Network Token GRAPH

Native token GRAPH. This is the main network coin that has a limited emission, it 
represents a valuable network asset. GRAPH can act as a unified payment instrument 
across all of the networks that use the Gliesereum ecosystem. GRAPH can be 
considered as a “new” Bitcoin: a more modern cryptocurrency that is similar to Bitcoin 
and inherits its qualities, such as the rewarding mechanism, limited emission and 
mining principles. The novelty is encompassed within the network consensus algorithm 
- Proof of Legend that operates via X13 protocol. 
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Business 
infrastructures and 
corporate applications 

Gliesereum is a decentralized distributed blockchain-based ecosystem that can be used 
within a full range of scenarios where blockchain networks are applicable. The main 
property of the X13 protocol and a novel PoL consensus algorithm characterize this 
blockchain as the fast and lightweight one in terms of the hardware resources needed 
and the speed of transaction processing and operation.  

Types of IT and fintech systems that can employ Gliesereum framework include 
payment and tokenization platforms, crowd-investing, crowd-funding, secure 
databases, document storage and transfer systems, electronic voting systems, 
dependable exchange and DEX platforms, and more.   
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USE CASE 1: Gliesereum .GSMART GRAPH Electronic Wallet

GSMART Graph Wallet is the digital online wallet that uses the Gliesereum blockchain 
technology as an underlying distributed data ledger. Due to the decentralized nature 
of any blockchain framework, this wallet has enhanced levels of data security, full data 
transparency and immutability. Corruption of the data within such a network is almost 
an impossible task. That is why blockchain technology has found an application here. 
Besides the general security features inherited by any tech product that works within 
the blockchain framework paradigm, .GSMART wallet also possesses properties that are 
specific to the products developed using the Gliesereum ecosystem instruments. These 
properties include  high speeds of data processing and low costs of hardware resources 
necessary to launch and operate the network.

Within the .GSMART wallet the user can set up different smart contracts for electronic 
deposits in BNB, BTC, TRC, SIMIA stable coin and other cryptocurrencies with monthly 
returns. Wallet owners can also stake funds into the stable SIMIA coin as yet another 
form of a deposit, or, given a stake amount starting at 100,000 USD, launch Gliesereum 
Core Nodes as SIMIA Space Peer Connector servers in order to earn on commissions 
from communication transactions within the SIMIA video- and audio- communication 
network.
 
SIMIA coin is a stable token that supports TRC10, TRC20, ERC20, X13, COSMOS, BEP2, 
BEP20, as well as other leading blockchains protocols, and is used in the SIMIA Space 
peer-to-peer decentralized network as a payment unit. The Gliesereum .GSMART Graph 
Wallet allows to manage an individual wallet with SIMIA addresses and allows users to 
store, receive and send SIMIA coins, set up above mentioned smart contracts, and stake 
SIMIA coins with a reward of 4% per annum or more.

USE CASE 2: SIMIA video- and audio- communication system based on the Gliesereum 
ecosystem

Simia is a system for deploying decentralized audio- and video- communication 
operators with built-in monetization capabilities based on the Gliesereum blockchain 
technology. It uses GCN as a main Peer Connector network node, X13 protocol with an 
onboard communication session control, and a billing system based on the internal 
stablecoin SIMIA. 
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Every user of the Simia network can set up an expert profile and start sharing their 
knowledge, receiving payments for each communication session charging by duration 
or establishing special billing plans for entire sessions. The payments for the calls within 
the Simia network are deducted from the personal wallet of the user initiating the 
communication session and then credited to the personal wallet of the expert after the 
session is over. 

The SIMIA stable coin is the internal currency that is used to process the payments 
within the system. It serves as a billing system to control the sessions duration between 
the users on the basis of a reliable cryptographic mechanism. Consumers must have 
enough balance to establish a connection in the network according to the tariff plan of 
the selected expert. Users can deposit SIMIA coins directly to the Simia wallet, or use 
credit cards or other cryptocurrency (list of accepted cryptocurrencies: USDT, BTC, ETH, 
Tron, LTC) followed by a conversion to SIMIA inside the wallet at the exchange rate 
USDT / SIMIA 1:1.

Simia Space decentralized app (DApp) is a network explorer and a marketplace, which 
allows users to efficiently navigate the network and easily find the experts or network 
specialists in areas of interest, for example, a tutor, doctor, lawyer, to get consultations 
via paid communication sessions.

Ratings and comments can not be faked in applications based on Simia. There are no 
moderators in the system, so online accounts cannot be blocked or banned. Information 
that enters the network is evaluated by network participants, providing a natural 
filtering of content.

All information inside the Simia network is transmitted via decentralized communication 
channels through a blockchain network and the use of WebRTC technology. The 
system allows two types of connections: audio and video, and also includes messenger 
functions. Peer Connector (hereinafter referred to as PC) acts as a master node in the 
system. 
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Resources

HACKATHON HUB Website
SIMIA Landing Page
Gliesereum .GSMART GRAPH Electronic Wallet

https://hackathonhub.info
http://simia.io
https://future.graph.finance/

